
Task Force on Elected Representation 

Meeting Minutes - November 8, 2019 

Start 8:31 a.m. 

Attendees: 

Jennifer, Doug, Christine (on phone), Danielle, Daniel, Nadine, Becca, Joe, Paul, Rich, Rick 

General updates: 

• Rank choice voting article in NY Times. Equally robust arguments re: non-majority wins if 
a number of candidates on ballot; more minorities and women win/increases turnout 
(equally robust arguments to show that it doesn’t increase these turnouts); argument 
also that candidates tend to not attack other candidates when rank choice used.  

• Relevant because considering two candidates elected for same ward at same time. Rank 
choice prohibited by Michigan State Law.  

• Polling shows that rank choice voting can make people feel better about system.  
• If you have a primary rank choice would be great. BUT when you only have two people 

(i.e., in general) doesn’t make sense. 
• Legally, can you have one election rank choice and one not (primary vs. general). 
• State’s election law lays out ground work. 
• Two cities in Michigan use rank choice.  

Recap of 10/25 Discussion: 

• Came to a consensus to recommend even-year elections and note concerns. Concurred 
that there wasn’t a case for having a primary-decides situation based on very low 
turnout and non-diversity of electorate. 

• General only could widen the field. If move elections to even-only years, people are still 
only being asked to vote in limited time. More time to look at candidates. Check with 
election law.  

• Single member versus multi-member. Not stagger votes. One of the reasons elections 
are staggered is that there is institutional memory.  

 

The decision was made to focus on special elections vs single-member/multi-member today 
and consensus to add another meeting if not everything covered. 

Special Elections: 

• When there’s a position that’s vacated do we appoint or elect? 
• Appointed is not democratic.  



• Election is small constituency.  
• Appointed is by elected representative.  
• “Fix is in” Lack of trust among electorate. 
• Appointed has resulted in racial diversity of Commission.  
• Position such as Comptroller that require specific skills might be best if appointed.  
• If it means going months without someone in seat, that doesn’t feel efficient or 

productive.  
• Typically, a City appointment is 3-4 month time-lag; special election can be 5-6 month 

(may require primary). Appointed/elected would finish term.  
• Special elections work unless the time left in the term is too short (i.e. six months). 

Incumbency advantage if appointed. What about saying you can be appointed but then 
cannot run in subsequent election (eliminate incumbency advantage).  

• A year or more left in term there should be a special election. 
• A special election is of concern because of low turnout. What about holding open until 

next scheduled election?  
• Downsides to leaving open: even number of Commissioners. 
• “Section 37” – re: vacancy language.  
• Can amend Charter instead of revising which is dictated by State law. Members of 

Charter Revision Committee need to be elected.  
• Task Force COULD amend Charter re: voting 
• Specifies non-partisan primary which may take out even years.  
• Would not having any odd-year elections matter?  
• Gain trust of electorate by addressing appearance of fairness by holding special election. 
• Language re: recall election. Vagaries of City Charter. 
• Pros/Cons of Special elections: Cons: fewer voters, cost; Pros: more voters, increased 

trust 
• Sometimes you will need to appoint someone until elections can be held. Impacted by 

vacancies.  
• Question as to why there is a long time-lag for other vacancies when there is a 30-day 

timeline stated for recalls. The size of the Commission may determine effect of vacancy. 
• Issues are around how long vacancy will be (longer than six months there seems to be a 

problem). Check with Clerk’s office to see how fast they can turn around an election. 
Guess is that five months is how long an election process would take.  

• “Appointment” hard to align with Task Force values but it allows for City to run 
efficiently. Appointees are still run through elected representatives. It’s a representative 
government. Those people who are appointing are still accountable to electors. There 
are interviews, deliberation, public forums, etc., but the Charter doesn’t call for that. It 
will depend on Commission members. 

• If the Task Force does its job correctly then there will be more people voting. 
Commissioners would be held accountable by more people. 



• Perhaps amend Charter as to how appointments are made specifically for Commission 
vacancies.  

• If changed to 8 wards and 8 commissioners, more accountability. Low turnout shouldn’t 
be a factor.  

• Special election in a shorter timeframe would currently put diverse group of people at a 
disadvantage. Need a pipeline and bench in order to do a turnaround. 

• Seems that the longest appointment would be for two years. Language of Charter says 
that if you’re appointed, you’re appointed until remainder of term. This means 
Commission seat could be longer than two years. Term limits do address concern with 
incumbency.  

Decision to move on to Single-member vs. Multi-member discussion because that will impact 
other recommendations.  

Single-member vs. Multi-member (composition of Commission): 

Here to make a recommendation and inform discussion. People pushing for ballot initiative are 
willing to reconsider if the Task Force comes up with better process.  

• Research on number of people being represented by each elected (Commissioner). Too 
many, hard to give voice to diversity. Too few, easy to capture by strong group. 

• Two members running staggered elections, easier for one dominate group to capture 
election.  

• If we had four wards with two Commissioners per ward then you have slightly smaller 
districts than now with potential for more minority involvement. Bonuses for multi-
member districts (minorities and females). Sense that there is collaboration between 
commissioners who share wards – come up with better solutions. 

• Single-member: divide up city so that more minority voices would be better heard. 
Seems to rely on geographic segregation. Bothersome to set up a system that would 
require this. Over gerrymandering not best way to do things. Could easily go wrong. Are 
there some cities with district representation and at-large members? 

• Simultaneous election, i.e. one ward one year, another the next and so on. Still need to 
consider institutional memory. If we didn’t have term limits it could be different. Can it 
be crafted so that we can hold on to institutional memory and still do simultaneous 
election in all wards. Concerned with same dominate group being in control.  

Conversations within the wards show that citizens want Commissioners to be more responsive. 
Some suggest that Commissioners have staff, some want smaller wards and some, larger.  

Conversations with current Commissioners show that some like the smaller size of the 
Commissioner because it’s easier to get votes passed (only need to convince a small number of 
people). But is diversity of views a bad thing. 



This topic will be the focus of the next meeting. Task Force members are asked to come in with 
opinion on the 8-1 Proposal and to think in terms of status quo and alternatives. A discussion of 
the Final Report will also be on the Agenda for the next meeting.  

Meeting adjourned 10:11 a.m. 


